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Based  on  the Huttenlocher  lecture,  this  article  describes  the need  for  a  more  integrative  scientiﬁc
paradigm  for  addressing  important  questions  raised  by key  observations  made  over  2 decades  ago.  Among
these  are  the early  descriptions  by  Huttenlocher  of variability  in  synaptic  density  in  cortex  of  postmortem
brains  of children  of  different  ages  and  the  almost  simultaneous  reports  of  cortical  volume  reductions  on
MR imaging  in  children  and  adolescents.  In  spite  of much  progress  in developmental  neurobiology,  devel-
opmental  cognitive  neuroscience,  and  behavioral  and  imaging  genetics,  we still  do  not know  how  theseehavioral phenotype
agnetic resonance imaging
rain development
ortical surface area
ortical thickness
early observations  relate  to each  other.  It is argued  that  large  scale,  collaborative  research  programs
are  needed  to establish  the  associations  between  behavioral  differences  among  children  and  imaging
biomarkers,  and  to link  the  latter  to  cellular  changes  in the  developing  brain.  Examples  of  progress  and
challenges  remaining  are  illustrated  with  data  from  the  Pediatric  Imaging,  Neurocognition,  and  Genetics
Project  (PING).
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. Introduction
Without much risk of controversy, one can safely assume that
e all want more people in our society to learn, develop expertise,
nd innovate; fewer people to fail to thrive or to become dependent
n damaging substances or behaviors; and for more people to expe-
ience a greater sense of well being. But we would also agree that
ome people in our society learn more, create more, become more
motionally and physically resilient, and have more fun. The ques-
ion is: Why? For answers to this question we can achieve very little
onsensus. Is it because people are constitutionally endowed with
ifferent personal assets – native intelligence, motivation, opti-
ism,  capacity for pleasure? Is it because of formative experiences
hat either enhance or diminish their lives? We  can describe these
ifferences among people as behavioral phenotypes. They can be
kills (such as calculation or literacy), levels of expertise, knowl-
dge, creativity, emotional or social biases, likes and dislikes; they
 Based on the Huttenlocher Lecture by Terry Jernigan – Flux, September, 2014.
∗ Corresponding author at: Center for Human Development, University of Califor-
ia, San Diego, 9500 Gilman Drive, MC 0115, La Jolla, CA 92093, United States.
E-mail address: tjernigan@ucsd.edu (T.L. Jernigan).
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.dcn.2015.07.008
878-9293/© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article 
/).hed  by Elsevier  Ltd.  This  is an  open  access  article  under  the  CC  BY-NC-ND
license  (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
are, in short, relatively persistent traits and habits – individual-
ity, if you like. Questions about the origins of differences among
people are of intrinsic interest to many, but from a biomedical
perspective, the incentive to study them comes from the well-
documented observation that many seriously adverse outcomes
evolve disproportionately in the context of speciﬁc behavioral phe-
notypes. Functional “risk phenotypes” have been linked to many
behavioral disorders, including substance use disorders (Volkow,
2005; Clark et al., 2013), affective disorders (Klein et al., 2011),
psychosis (Brent et al., 2014), ADHD (Castellanos and Tannock,
2002), dyslexia (Peterson and Pennington, 2012), and dyscalculia
(Butterworth et al., 2011). One could say that from conception to the
onset of these disorders, evolving risk phenotypes are simply forms
of individuality, but a deeper understanding of the divergence of
high-risk from low-risk phenotypes eludes us. This article will
describe some lines of evidence relevant to these issues, including
work from behavioral genetics, neurogenetics, and cognitive neu-
roscience, and will pose important questions that we must answer
in future research. Finally, impediments to progress in the ﬁeld, and
some recommendations for how to reduce them, are outlined.
What do we  know about the origins of behavioral pheno-
types? Studies of families and especially twin studies suggest that
many are heritable. For example, scores from intelligence tests,
under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.
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Fig. 1. Adapted from Chen et al. (2012), showing the result of the 12-cluster solutionT.L. Jernigan et al. / Developmental
erformance on cognitive tasks, and self-report scales measur-
ng personality have consistently exhibited moderate heritability
n twin studies (Bartels et al., 2002; Rettew et al., 2006; Kremen
t al., 2007), as have measures of academic skills such as reading
nd calculation (Luo et al., 2003). These observations highlight the
nﬂuence of genetic factors on developing behaviors, but do not
dentify them. A few behavioral phenotypes have been examined
n large, genome wide association studies (GWAS), and surprisingly,
iven reported high estimates of heritability, these studies initially
evealed few replicable associations with speciﬁc genetic variants,
nd those variants identiﬁed accounted for only very small pro-
ortions of the phenotypic variability (Butcher et al., 2008; Calboli
t al., 2010; Rietveld et al., 2013; Rietveld et al., 2014). However,
ore recent studies have applied novel methods that exploit GWAS
esults to estimate heritability attributable to common genetic vari-
nts in aggregate (so called “chip heritability”), and these suggest
hat substantial variability in behavioral phenotypes may  indeed
e explained by common variants, but the genetic architecture of
hese traits is likely to be highly polygenic, and extremely complex.
o, in summary, genetic differences probably do play a large role in
ngendering behavioral individual differences, but it appears that
housands of variants may  in some way inﬂuence these pheno-
ypes, each with a very small additive effect (Purcell et al., 2009;
ibson, 2010; Davies et al., 2011). But how might such behavioral
ffects of genetic variation be mediated? One possibility might be
ia inﬂuences on the developing neural architecture.
A number of studies have examined the heritability of brain
maging phenotypes, again mostly using twin designs. Global mea-
ures, such as brain volume (Baaré et al., 2001), gray matter volume
Baaré et al., 2001), and both surface area and thickness of the cor-
ex (Panizzon et al., 2009; Eyler et al., 2011) exhibit even higher
evels of heritability, sometimes over .9, with heritability estimates
f regional measures signiﬁcant but more modest. Interestingly,
ortical surface area and mean thickness of the cortex, both with
stimated heritability in the .8–.9 range, nevertheless exhibited no
vidence for genetic correlation in a study of middle-aged male
wins (Panizzon et al., 2009), suggesting that the genetic factors
nﬂuencing variability of these brain phenotypes are essentially
onoverlapping. A series of subsequent analyses of imaging data
rom this study examined more closely the genetic architecture
f individual difference variability in cortical regionalization, that
s, individual differences in the relative sizes of different cortical
egions.
Work with rodent models has shown that arealization of the
eveloping cortex is linked to gradients of secreted morphogens
nd expression of transcription factors in the neocortical prolifer-
tive zone during the embryonic period (Mallamaci and Stoykova,
006; O’Leary et al., 2007). Transgenic models have shown that
lterations of these gradients are associated with different relative
izes of sensorimotor regions in the later developing cortex.
ow that surface-based methods are available for examining the
elative sizes of human cortical regions more precisely, one might
sk whether genetic variation gives rise to individual differences in
uman cortical regionalization. Using data from 400 middle-aged
ale veterans from the Vietnam Era Twin Study cohort, Chen et al.
2012) applied conventional twin methodology to compute the
ertex-to-vertex genetic correlations among measures of cortical
urface expansion at 2500 vertices (after smoothing). This large
atrix of genetic correlations was then further analyzed using a
ata-driven, fuzzy clustering method to identify 12 sets (or clus-
ers) of vertices with relatively higher genetic inter-correlations
nd relatively lower genetic correlations with other sets (or clus-
ers). These clusters are color-coded in Fig. 1 – and they represent
egions of the cortex where the twin data suggest that individual
ifferences in relative surface area expansion are related to distinct
ets of underlying genetic factors. Interestingly, this analysis yieldsfor  a clustering algorithm performed on the matrix of vertex-wise genetic correla-
tions computed for cortical surface area expansion in a large sample of middle-aged
male twin pairs.
a novel method for deﬁning cortical parcels, one that is driven
by analysis and simpliﬁcation of the genetic architecture. After
this analysis of cortical surface area variability was published, a
similar analysis of genetic correlations for vertex-wise measures
of cortical thickness was performed. The results of this analysis
(Chen et al., 2013) also revealed regional clustering of genetic
inter-correlations, and the 12-cluster solution resembled the
regional pattern for surface area expansion. However, the domi-
nant patterns of genetic inter-correlation for thickness measures
(as expressed in the 2–4 cluster solutions) differed substantially
from those for surface area, and as previously reported for total
surface area and mean cortical thickness (Panizzon et al., 2009), the
genetic correlations between areal expansion and thickness within
comparable genetic “clusters” were also very low. These results
suggest that genetic factors strongly inﬂuence both global area
and thickness of the cortex as well as regional differences in these
biomarkers; however, the overlap in genetic factors contributing to
the high heritability of area and thickness of the cortex is negligible.
Attempts to identify speciﬁc genetic variants that may  con-
tribute to the heritability of imaging phenotypes have been slow
to appear because of the paucity of large studies with compara-
ble brain imaging data. In recent years, however, larger studies
with imaging and genotyping have been conducted. Early attempts
to identify variants with effects strong enough to survive GWAS
signiﬁcance criteria either failed or led to associations with low
replicability, however a few studies have now reported ﬁndings in
discovery and replication samples. Bakken et al. (2012) performed
GWAS to identify speciﬁc variants associated with the proportional
surface area of the visual cortex. One variant survived GWAS crite-
ria and replicated in two independent samples. This variant was in
a regulatory region of a gene that is highly expressed in the occipital
cortex (GPCPD1). Hibar et al. (2013) identiﬁed a variant related to
lenticular nucleus size that was also replicated in an independent
sample. Even these important GWAS studies, however, examined
fewer individuals than have been studied in most successful GWAS
studies of other complex human phenotypes, including several
behavioral phenotypes. Recently, the important Enhancing Neuro
Imaging Genetics through Meta-Analysis (ENIGMA) project has
begun to aggregate imaging genomics data across many studies
worldwide to facilitate the search for speciﬁc variants related to
imaging phenotypes. In an early ENIGMA report on GWAS of vol-
umes of subcortical structures in over 30 thousand individuals,
Hibar et al. (2015) report that several variants contributing to these
volumes survived stringent GWAS criteria and replicated across
samples. So far, however, these early reports suggest that, like her-
itable behavioral phenotypes, neuroimaging phenotypes may  have
highly complex genetic architecture, with few variants exerting
large effects on the phenotypes, but perhaps many variants con-
tributing strongly in aggregate.Together these results suggest that substantial individual dif-
ferences in the relative sizes of and average thickness in different
functional regions of the cortex are genetically mediated to a sig-
niﬁcant degree, that across regions they are inﬂuenced by different
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ets of genetic factors, and that genetic factors inﬂuencing cortical
egionalization show little overlap with those inﬂuencing thickness
ariability across the cortex. In other words, the patterns suggest
hat the genetic architecture of the cortex is exceedingly complex,
nd each phenotype is likely to be mediated by a different large
et of (probably small additive) genetic effects. An important ques-
ion, of course, is whether these differences are associated with
ndividual differences in behavioral phenotypes.
. Knowing things and becoming an individual take time:
he time scale of the research matters
Whatever the factors that give rise to them, genetic or otherwise,
f one thing we can be certain: most behavioral phenotypes do not
merge at a particular point in time, but gradually, through the
umulative effects of factors inﬂuencing them over the life of the
ndividual.
As an example, the left-hand graph in Fig. 2 shows the long time
ourse of developing calculation skills in children between ages 5
nd 16. Such a protracted increase in calculation skills is consistent
ith the expected inﬂuence of instruction and practice in formal
nd informal learning environments. Perhaps more surprising is
hat even the basic capacity to inhibit a primed motor response
shown in the ﬁgure’s right panel) exhibits a similarly protracted
ourse of development. But why do behavioral phenotypes diverge
uring development? Why, for example, do some children from this
tudy at age 14 exhibit calculation skills more typical of the average
 year old, and some children at 9 exhibit motor inhibitory functions
ore typical of 15 year olds? Again, there is evidence for some
egree of genetic mediation of variability on both of these kinds
f skills, but developing calculation skills are clearly modiﬁed by
he instruction and learning experiences of children, and by other
ultural factors, and even performance on a simple motor inhibitory
ask like this improves with practice.
For simplicity’s sake, we might begin with this basic concep-
ual model (Fig. 3) for an emerging behavioral phenotype in a
eveloping child: that it represents some function of the effects
xerted by (1) the hypothetical domain-relevant neural genotype;
nd sometimes by (2) environmental effects on the neural appara-
us relevant to the skill or domain (e.g., in cases in which damage
r toxic exposure to the brain occurs); but, more generally, also by
3) cumulative experiences throughout development encountering
nd manipulating material in the domain; and ﬁnally by (4) inter-
ctions between these factors. Much ongoing research in human
evelopmental neuroscience is aimed at improving models like this
ne. However if we are ever to achieve our translational aims – that
s, to prevent adverse outcomes and lift the trajectories of well-
eing in at-risk individuals in our society – then we must strive to
nswer some big questions that strike at the heart of the matter. We
ight ask: To what degree, and via which biological mechanisms,
oes common genetic variation constrain – or bias – functions of
aturing circuits in the human brain? And to what degree, and
nder which circumstances, are there consequences (of these gene
ffects) for experience-dependent developmental processes, or for
esponses of the developing brain to neuroactive environmental
actors (such as trauma, toxicity, drug exposure, etc.)?
. Can observing the biological development of the human
rain help answer these questions?
Only 2 decades ago it seemed unlikely to many that more knowl-
dge about the biological development of the brain across the
ostnatal period would provide further insight into the nature of
ndividual differences – in part because the time course of the evo-
ution of these complex behavioral phenotypes seemed much moretive Neuroscience 18 (2016) 2–11
protracted than what was  thought of as a foreshortened period of
the brain’s biological development. It was assumed by many that
although early events might ﬁx the range of outcomes to some
extent, everything changing in the school age years and beyond
was necessarily due to learning in a biologically mature brain.
This view began to change with the advent of noninvasive brain
imaging.
On this occasion, when we honor Peter Huttenlocher, we revisit
one of the ﬁrst papers published in this area 23 years ago (Jernigan
et al., 1991); not, certainly, because it is a particularly interesting
paper by today’s standards, on the contrary, it will serve to illustrate
how far we have come in those 2 decades; but it is one of the earliest
imaging papers to cite Peter Huttenlocher’s remarkable observa-
tions. In those days, Jernigan was  applying early “semi-automated”
morphometry methods developed in her lab to analyze MR  imaging
data. The regions of interest (ROIs) for examining the cortex were
essentially stereotactically-deﬁned quadrants of the cerebrum, and
are a long way back from the sophisticated surface-based methods
we apply in our work today. By performing tissue segmentation
based on dual echo MR  images, Jernigan et al. measured cortical
gray matter volumes in these large ROIs; and in a modest sample of
39 young people ranging in age from 7 to 35, observed highly sig-
niﬁcant, and linear, decreases in the cortical gray matter volumes
(adjusted for volumes of the supratentorial cranial vault) in the two
dorsal regions, with no real evidence of change in the ventral areas.
Obviously, we know a lot more about the age functions and anatom-
ical pattern of these apparent changes in gray matter volume now,
but at the time they were quite surprising to many people; and the
biological explanation for them was far from clear. Since the one
largely postnatal phenomenon of which we were all aware was  the
protracted course of myelination and oligodendrocyte maturation
(Yakovlev and Lecours, 1967), we,  and others, speculated that sig-
nal changes associated with the newly generated myelin sheaths
of axons coursing beneath the cortex, or even intracortically, might
contribute to these apparent volume reductions in cortical gray. In
other words, the apparent cortical gray matter reductions might
represent the shifting signal characteristics of immature tissue
comprised of more lightly myelinated axons (i.e., resembling gray
matter) to the signal characteristics of tissue comprised of more
fully myelinated axons. But we also had just become aware of
Huttenlocher’s observations suggesting synaptic pruning in what
seemed to be an anatomically heterochronous pattern across the
cortex (Huttenlocher and de Courten, 1987; Huttenlocher, 1990;
Huttenlocher and Dabholkar, 1997). We  therefore speculated that
our observations and those reported by Huttenlocher might in both
cases reﬂect some later process of maturation in the dorsal cortical
regions during adolescence. Before we move into the modern era of
neuroimaging, we  would emphasize one other result from this early
paper, rarely mentioned in the subsequent literature, that seemed
to suggest that the mechanisms underlying these apparent cortical
volume changes probably involved both loss of tissue volume as
well as changing signal contrast on MRI. That was the observation
that CSF volume increased in the adjacent subarachnoid space in a
very similar anatomical pattern to the cortical volume reductions,
as though nearby tissue loss resulted in expansion of this space, ex
vacuo.
These early observations demonstrated that the neural archi-
tecture itself, like the behavioral phenotypes, continued to show
dynamic age-related change over a similarly protracted period of
development. Furthermore, imaging highlighted the considerable
individual difference variability in brain morphology present
across the entire age range, for example, the apparent differences
in regionalization of the cortex, sometimes reﬂected in sulcal and
gyral patterns, that were later the subject of the Bakken et al. and
Chen et al. studies reviewed above. However, little was known
about whether the differences in brain morphology might be
T.L. Jernigan et al. / Developmental Cognitive Neuroscience 18 (2016) 2–11 5
Fig. 2. Scatterplots showing the differences by age on the raw score of the Woodcock-Johnson Calculation scale (left) and on the stop-signal reaction time computed from the
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a cross-sectional study. Application of extended FreeSurfer meth-top  signal task (right). The data were acquired as site-speciﬁc “auxiliary” assessme
re  points for participants whose scores are atypical for their own age, and more si
irrored in any way in the behavioral variability, particularly in
ypically developing children.
. The Pediatric Imaging, Neurocognition, and Genetics
PING) Project
Since these early observations, much elegant imaging work has
een done revealing robust indices of ongoing biological develop-
ent of the brain that can be monitored noninvasively in children.
any of these neurodevelopmental biomarkers and functional
maging phenotypes show very protracted trajectories of change
ith age and exhibit regional variation. Though a number of
tudies have now examined age-effects on measures of cortical
rchitecture during the postnatal years, and a few have included
ongitudinal data, details about the pattern of change have been
nconsistent, probably in part because of modest sample sizes, dif-
erent age-ranges examined, and variable imaging protocols and
nalysis methods. Recently, investigators throughout the country
ollaborated on the large, multisite Pediatric Imaging, Neurocogni-
ion, and Genetics (PING) project in which well over 1000 children
ere studied. This imaging genetics study of children between the
ges of 3 and 20 enrolled participants at 10 sites throughout the US.
he design was cross-sectional and involved only a limited number
f developmental and cognitive phenotypes, but the dataset is now
Fig. 3. Basic conceptual model of effects inﬂuencing an eme the UC San Diego PING cohort. Shown are smooth functions of age and highlighted
o those of younger or older participants.
shared freely with the research community and has been accessed
by people all around the world, through a web-based tool called
the PING Portal (pingstudy.ucsd.edu). Users can apply for access
by ﬁling a data use request and a data use agreement on the Por-
tal. Approved users can download the dataset for ofﬂine analysis
and/or explore the data using advanced interactive statistical and
visualization utilities in the Data Exploration Module (Brown et al.,
2012; Bartsch et al., 2014; Jernigan et al., 2015).
This dataset provides several advantages for deﬁning postnatal
changes on imaging phenotypes, including: the large number of
participants studied with harmonized and standardized methods;
the wide age range of the participants (and therefore the long devel-
opmental trajectories that can be estimated); and the availability of
genome-wide genotyping, which among other things made it pos-
sible to compute sensitive measures of genetic ancestry, in the form
of 6 “genetic ancestry factors” (Alexander et al., 2009; Jernigan et al.,
2015). Thus in this dataset it has been possible to estimate age-
differences and extrapolated trajectories while holding constant
the scanner used, socioeconomic status of the family, and genetic
ancestry, variables that could otherwise introduce cohort effects inods for computational morphometry produced a set of cortical
biomarkers that, for example, isolated variability in surface area
from variability in apparent cortical thickness.
rging behavioral phenotype cumulatively over time.
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Fig. 4. Smooth functions of age and residualized data points from generalized additive models. Cortical surface area expands then contracts gradually (top), but apparent
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gortical thickness decreases continuously (bottom). Model covariates include: gend
Fig. 4 shows plots produced with the Data Exploration Mod-
le of the PING Portal of age-differences (and smooth functions of
ge) for two global cortical phenotypes, total surface area and mean
hickness (across the entire cortical surface). The effect of age on
urface area is nonmonotonic; surface area expands during early
hildhood years, and expansion decelerates during middle child-
ood giving way to gradual contraction during adolescence and
hereafter. In contrast, the apparent thickness of the cortex exhibits
mostly linear) monotonic decrease across the entire range, from 3
o 21 years.
With other features of the Portal one can estimate these effects
t each vertex on the (tessellated) surface of the cortex, and create
isualizations that code, for each vertex, an age-speciﬁc estimate of
nnualized rate of change. These estimates of rate of change were
alculated from the PING data using a generalized additive model
GAM) implemented with the R-package “mgcv”. For each vertex GAM estimated a smooth function of age (like the one shown
bove for total surface area), controlling for scanner, gender, SES
family income and highest parental education), and a set of six
enetic ancestry factors. The predicted values obtained from thenner, socioeconomic status, and genetic ancestry.
age model were sampled at regular intervals (100 equally spaced
intervals across the age range). Instantaneous rates of change were
calculated from the sampled values using the method of ﬁnite dif-
ferences and normalized to produce estimates for annualized rates
of change in surface area and thickness at each vertex.
Rate of change maps for surface area are shown in Fig. 5 and con-
ﬁrm that the global pattern is observed across the entire cortical
surface, i.e., early expansion followed by contraction during ado-
lescence. However, there is some evidence that different regions
may exhibit different trajectories. Note that the maps of change at
ages 4 and 6 are coded differently than those at ages 8 and above
to better visualize regional variability in the generally higher rates
of expansion at these earlier ages.
To further highlight regional differences we computed the
smooth age functions from the GAM models for 3 larger ROIs gener-
ated by the 12-cluster genetic parcellation of surface area (shown in
Fig. 1 above adapted from Chen et al., 2012). Shown in Fig. 6 are the
trajectories for (covariate-adjusted) mean expansion coefﬁcients
for parcels in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (blue), dorsome-
dial frontal cortex (red), and occipital cortex (green); labeled as
T.L. Jernigan et al. / Developmental Cognitive Neuroscience 18 (2016) 2–11 7
Fig. 5. Vertex-wise maps of estimates of rate of change in cortical area calculated using a generalized additive model (GAM) implemented with the R-package “mgcv”. For
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dach  vertex a GAM estimated a smooth function of age, controlling for scanner, g
ntervals  across the age range, instantaneous rates of change were calculated using
nnualized rates of change at each vertex.
arcels 2, 3, and 12, respectively. Comparing the models visually
uggests that early to middle childhood expansion is more rapid in
he dorsolateral prefrontal than in the occipital parcel.
Rate of change maps for measures of apparent cortical thickness
re shown in Fig. 7. Thinning of the cortex appears to be present
cross the entire cortex and across the entire age range from 3 to
1, contrasting with some previous reports of early childhood cor-
ical thickening. If anything, thinning may  be accelerated in the
re-adolescent children. Again, the maps suggest some degree of
egional heterochronicity in apparent thinning of the cortex, as
ighlighted by comparing the smooth age functions from the GAMs
or the genetically-derived parcels (note that mean thickness mea-
ures in ROIs derived from the surface area genetic parcels are used
or consistency with Fig. 6). Shown in Fig. 8 are the trajectories
ig. 6. Shown are the age trajectories of the (covariate-adjusted) mean areal expansion coe
rontal  cortex (red), and occipital cortex (green); labeled as parcels 2, 3, and 12, respectiv
orsolateral prefrontal parcel than in the occipital parcel. (For interpretation of the referen, SES, and genetic ancestry factors. Predicted values were sampled at 100 regular
ethod of ﬁnite differences, and values were normalized to produce estimates for
for covariate-adjusted mean cortical thickness measures for the
parcels in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (blue), dorsomedial
frontal cortex (red), and occipital cortex (green); labeled as parcels
2, 3, and 12, respectively, in Fig. 1. The age functions vary slightly,
suggesting that unlike in the frontal parcels, where the rate of thin-
ning appears to be fairly constant, thinning may decelerate slightly
after age 10 in the occipital parcel.
In summary, these results from PING illustrate the advantages
of a more integrative, data-sharing approach to research that,
in this case, yields more deﬁnitive estimates of parameters that
relate imaging biomarkers to brain development. They highlight
the distinct trajectories that relate age to cortical surface area and
apparent cortical thickness, and they suggest that both the non-
monotonic surface area function and the monotonic function for
fﬁcients for genetic parcels in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (blue), dorsomedial
ely in Fig. 1. Early to middle childhood expansion appears to be more rapid in the
ces to color in ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
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Fig. 7. Vertex-wise maps of estimates of rate of change in cortical thickness calculated using a generalized additive model (GAM) implemented with the R-package “mgcv”.
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ror  each vertex a GAM estimated a smooth function of age, controlling for scanner,
ntervals across the age range, instantaneous rates of change were calculated using
nnualized rates of change at each vertex.
pparent thickness may  exhibit some regional heterochronicity.
owever, while apparent differences among the regional trajec-
ories are intriguing, the statistical reliability of these regional
atterns is more difﬁcult to assess and may  require even larger
amples, and certainly longitudinal data, for conﬁrmation.These models describe the modal developmental course of
urface area expansion (and contraction) and of apparent cortical
hinning, but one might ask: what do we know about individual
ifferences in these processes of cortical development and how
ig. 8. Shown are the age trajectories of (covariate-adjusted) mean thickness within gen
red),  and occipital cortex (green); labeled as parcels 2, 3, and 12, respectively in Fig. 1. W
rontal parcels, thinning appears to decelerate somewhat after age 10 in the occipital p
eferred  to the web  version of the article.)er, SES, and genetic ancestry factors. Predicted values were sampled at 100 regular
ethod of ﬁnite differences, and values were normalized to produce estimates for
might they relate to behavioral differences? In recent years a
number of observations in children have associated individual
differences in the cortical architecture with individual differences
in behavioral phenotypes, and a few suggest that trajectories of
biological maturation in speciﬁc neural systems may themselves
map  onto emerging phenotypes. For example, beginning with
Sowell et al. (2001) using early global regional measures, and
more recently by investigators using surface-based methods
(Tamnes et al., 2010; Porter et al., 2011; Squeglia et al., 2013),
etic parcels in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (blue), dorsomedial frontal cortex
hile rate of thinning appears to be relatively constant across the age range in the
arcel. (For interpretation of the references to color in ﬁgure legend, the reader is
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egressive changes (volume loss or thinning) of the cortex has
een associated with better performance on memory, cognitive,
nd executive functions in developing children and adolescents.
hese results would seem to suggest that more mature cortical
henotypes are mirrored in more mature performance proﬁles
uring development, since thinner cortex is rarely associated with
erformance improvements in other contexts. In other words, they
uggest that phase advance of apparent cortical thinning might be
ssociated with precocious functional development.
Cortical surface area phenotypes have only rarely been corre-
ated with behavioral measures in developing children, but in two
eports from the PING study, such associations have been found.
jell et al. (2012) observed, in the 5–12 year old children, an associ-
tion between greater (relative) cortical expansion in the anterior
ingulate region and better performance on a ﬂanker task, the lat-
er measured as reduced effects of incongruent cues on reaction
ime. This association was independent of age. Since this region
ontinues to expand in surface area over the 5–12 year age range
Figs. 5 and 6), one explanation is that earlier anterior cingulate
urface area expansion is associated with greater functional matu-
ity of circuitry involved in response conﬂict resolution on this task.
n alternative explanation is that individuals with relatively larger
nterior cingulate, e.g., through regionalization effects, regardless
f their developmental status, are more adept at such tasks. That
he associations seemed to be absent in older individuals in the
tudy is more consistent with the former than the latter interpre-
ation, but these null effects in older participants could also be due
o differences in measurement sensitivity or other factors.
A second PING study (Newman et al., 2015) revealed a surface
rea phenotype related to high self-reported levels of generalized
nxiety in 287 PING participants aged 7–20 years. Independent of
ge, gender, and genetic ancestry factors, anxiety was negatively
ssociated with relative cortical surface area of the ventrome-
ial prefrontal cortex, as well as with global cortical thickness,
nd these associations signiﬁcantly diminished with age. The two
ortical phenotypes contributed additively to the prediction of anx-
ety. These ﬁndings suggest that higher levels of anxiety, even
n typically-developing children, may  be characterized by both
elayed expansion of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex and an
ltered trajectory of global cortical thinning.
. Answering the big questions
Though these early clues about neural correlates of individual
ifferences in children are intriguing, unfortunately, many impor-
ant questions remain about what they mean and why  they occur.
or example, for most of the associations reported here there is no
irect evidence for or against a role of genetic factors in mediating
hem, though such effects are plausible given the ﬁndings in twin
tudies. Even when genetic factors can be implicated, it is not clear
hether this represents variable functional constraint within the
ircuitry of different individuals, or effects of functional “biases”
ather than constraints per se. In either case, it is unclear when
uch constraining or biasing effects were exerted during the func-
ional development of the relevant neural systems. Thus, we still
ave little understanding of the meaning of the associations, and
herefore they provide little guidance toward promising routes for
ntervention.
An important question, with clear translational implications,
s whether the associations are mediated to a greater degree
y direct effects of genetic variation on developing neural sys-
ems, by direct effects of experience through neuroadaptive, or
ctivity-dependent, processes, or by indirect effects of genetic
actors, mediated by experience, through gene-experience corre-
ations? Note that to the degree that the answer is the latter,tive Neuroscience 18 (2016) 2–11 9
even phenotypes with high heritability are likely to exhibit robust
effects of intelligent behavioral (or other environmental) inter-
ventions. Information about possible gene-experience correlations
is lacking, at least in part, because of the absence of large-scale,
genetically-informed studies of behavioral phenotypes with suf-
ﬁciently comprehensive assessments of putative experiential and
environmental mediators. Almost certainly, the most deﬁnitive
answers to these questions will require longitudinal observations.
To answer these and other questions will require more com-
plete neurobiological descriptions of human brain development.
A signiﬁcant part of the problem stems from the fact that we
do not yet know what the imaging biomarkers represent at a
cellular level. Focusing on the “developmental” signals we can
monitor in maturing human cortex, we  could ask: What dif-
ferences in the architecture of the cortex attend early cortical
surface expansion and later contraction? Could these changes
reﬂect widening or narrowing of cortical columns as might attend
expanding and contracting dendritic mass? Although investigators
have often hypothesized that synaptic pruning might be related
to cortical thinning during development, recent studies of human
postmortem material suggest a different pattern of nonmonotonic
change in synaptic density and dendritic extent, i.e., protracted
increases into childhood with more modest but similarly pro-
tracted decreases through adolescence and adulthood (Glantz et al.,
2007; Petanjek et al., 2011; Webster et al., 2011). The time courses
reported in these studies are more similar to the age differences in
surface area than thickness. Other possible contributors to surface
area are late maturation of neuronal or glial morphological phe-
notypes, or even ongoing proliferation and differentiation of glial
or microglial populations. Similar questions remain about the bio-
logical alterations that we measure as apparent cortical thinning.
Although a role for intracortical and subcortical myelination is often
suggested, direct evidence is lacking. In summary, a critical priority
for advancing human developmental science should be establish-
ing which cellular changes in the neural architecture attend the
changes in imaging biomarkers that allow us to monitor biological
development of the brain noninvasively.
Equally important questions remain about the functional
dynamics driving these changes. More information about changing
levels and regional distribution of gene expression in the human
brain across the developmental age range could provide important
clues about the underlying biology. However, longitudinal studies
that include careful assessment of plausible experiential moder-
ators of neurodevelopmental processes, and, ideally, prospective
behavioral intervention studies, are also needed to examine the
role of activity-dependent processes. Further study is needed to
determine which among the genetically mediated associations are
due to effects of early patterning (e.g., that may  be present through-
out the lifespan), and which to genetic effects on the time course
of brain development; and of the latter, which exert temporary
effects on brain and behavioral development and which exert per-
sisting effects. Among the demonstrated experiential effects (i.e., of
practice, training, or emotion), it remains to determine how robust
these effects are, how persistent they are, and which speciﬁc neural
circuits they affect.
6. Fragmentation in the science of the developing mind
and brain
We would argue that in order to answer these questions we
need to take the research to a different level, and that a signiﬁcant
impediment to that aim is an unfortunate degree of fragmentation
in developmental science generally, and in the science of the
developing human mind and brain in particular. Human develop-
mental neuroscience, developmental psychology, child psychiatry,
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ediatric neurology, education research, and other relevant
ranches of developmental science are siloed, with few unifying
r integrative structures. Support for the research is provided
hrough many small programs distributed across multiple insti-
utes, agencies, and foundations. And unfortunately the behavioral
isciplines are even further isolated from basic developmental
eurobiology, in spite of the fact that both have much to gain from
loser integration.
Above we posed the following as examples of big questions
t the heart of our understanding of behavioral phenotypes: To
hat degree, and via which biological mechanisms, does common
enetic variation constrain – or bias – functions of maturing cir-
uits in the human brain? And to what degree, and under which
ircumstances, are there consequences (of these gene effects) for
xperience-dependent developmental processes, or for responses
f the developing brain to neuroactive environmental factors (such
s trauma, toxicity, drug exposure, etc.)? So how do we achieve
he integration needed to answer big questions with this degree
f complexity? First, by beginning to accumulate large, infor-
ative, high-dimensional datasets for sharing, populated with
armonized assessments of developing children obtained repeat-
dly over time as they mature. These studies must attempt to
apture genetic and epigenetic variability, and include noninvasive
maging and other neurophysiological measures sensitive to dif-
erences in the neural architecture and to the status of the brain’s
iological development. They should also include measures of the
ctivity within maturing neural systems as well as behavioral and
xperiential assessments. These assessments must go beyond con-
entional forms of formal testing, observation, and parent and
elf-report methods to include innovative methods for sampling
ehavior and the environment with mobile devices and “quan-
iﬁed life apps”. It cannot be emphasized enough that we must
ollect richer data detailing the behaviors and experiences of chil-
ren, and the physical, social, and cultural contexts in which those
xperiences occur. Data repositories populated with observations
ike these would yield high scientiﬁc dividends for decades, as new
ethods and conceptual approaches were applied to them over
ime.
Whenever opportunities exist we should embed translational
rms within these large-scale, longitudinal studies. Translation
an mean implementation of models derived from observational
or theoretical) work in applications that would intervene in the
bserved process, as well as transfer from basic to clinical, or from
linical to basic, research; and for human developmental neuro-
cience all of these forms of translation are needed. First, we should
onsider implementing the prototyping, testing, and modiﬁcation
f novel interventions for mitigating risks in struggling or other
igh-risk groups, as well as interventions for enhancing learn-
ng and growth more generally, in “high-information” cohorts of
ongitudinal studies. Thus the additional behavioral, developmen-
al, neurobiological, and genetic information already available for
hese participants could be leveraged in models of the effects of
he interventions. The availability of elective interventions, deliv-
red, for example, in after-school or summer programs held in the
ame venues as ongoing longitudinal studies, or via web-based
nteractive applications, could also help to consolidate longer-
erm relationships with families, and would serve as a catalyst for
ore interdisciplinary work on translation, e.g., involving teams
f developmental scientists, teachers, and clinicians. At a scien-
iﬁc level, these studies would not only accelerate progress toward
ore effective prevention and mitigation of adverse developmental
utcomes, they would address critical remaining questions about
he role of experience-dependent processes, and their interactions
ith other factors, during development.
Finally, a more integrative science would involve nested basic
cience programs explicitly designed to bridge gaps between thetive Neuroscience 18 (2016) 2–11
results from noninvasive studies in children and those from parallel
studies of relevant cellular and molecular phenomena in animals,
and in human postmortem and in vitro tissue. Interdisciplinary
teams should propose studies designed collaboratively by scien-
tists studying human development with others studying animal
models. The aims of these studies would be to create new bridg-
ing behavioral paradigms for cross-species comparisons and to
develop animal models of human developmental biomarkers by
applying noninvasive methods parallel to those used in children.
Developmental neurobiologists, working more directly and closely
with human developmental neuroscientists, should be encouraged
to generate novel hypotheses about the neurobiological sources
of many robust developmental signals that we now monitor with
noninvasive assessments. More comprehensive data from human
pediatric postmortem material is a critical need, and should be
given high priority; but, again, this work would have larger impact
if linked directly to noninvasive biomarkers, for example by retriev-
ing relevant in vivo imaging or neurophysiological data or applying
postmortem imaging protocols for bridging the gap. Modeling of
effects within these new cross-level, multimodality datasets will
present signiﬁcant challenges, and computational scientists with
both the biostatistical expertise to implement appropriate mixed-
models and sufﬁcient domain knowledge to contribute to the
interpretation of the effects must be trained and recruited to a new,
more integrative developmental science.
In order to achieve these goals, our sponsors also have a role to
play, by:
• Creating structures for integrating and leveraging resources
within NIH and through collaboration with NSF, Department of
Education, and private sponsors.
• Offering new mechanisms for funding of multi-PI, multidis-
ciplinary collaborations (cross-level, cross species, observa-
tions + interventions).
• Providing support for infrastructure and informatics speciﬁcally
designed for developmental data.
• Revising review criteria to incentivize:
◦ Method harmonization across studies
◦ Early data release and sharing
◦  Integrative elements within programs
7. Conclusion
In conclusion, the remarkable progress made in developmental
cognitive neuroscience in the last two decades is undeniable and
very exciting – but progress toward answering our “big questions”
will languish unless we  demand and create a more integrative sci-
ence of the developing mind and brain. Certainly the most daunting
challenge we face is the enormous complexity of the subject, but
this challenge is all the greater when we  are hamstrung by an
unnecessary degree of fragmentation in our ﬁeld. No societal cam-
paign is more universally embraced than the pledge to ensure that
each child can “reach his or her own  potential”, but there is no con-
sensus about how to accomplish this, and this situation reﬂects a
sobering fact: Insufﬁcient evidence exists to reconcile contradictory
assumptions and predictions. The answers to our questions are not
beyond our reach, but they may  be coming more slowly because we
are not deploying our scientiﬁc assets in the most powerful way  to
answer the most important questions. We  should change that.
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